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Abstract: Different from the traditional concrete mixing procedure, the innovative post-filling coarse
aggregate concrete (PFCC) reduces the cost of pumping concrete by increasing the coarse aggregate
content and reducing the usage of cement. Previous studies have shown that PFCC enhances the
compressive strength, elastic modulus, and flexural strength of concrete. In this paper, the shear
behavior of 13 post-filling coarse aggregate concrete beams and 3 control beams was tested to
determine the relationships between the shear performance of the beam and the post-filling coarse
aggregate ratio, concrete strength grade, shear span ratio and stirrup reinforcement ratio. The results
showed that the ultimate shear capacity of beam specimen increases first and then decreases with
the increase in post-filling coarse aggregate ratio, reaching the maximum at 15% post-filling ratio.
The results also indicated that the ultimate shear capacity of the beam increases with the increase in
concrete strength grade and stirrup ratio. However, experimental results exhibited that the ultimate
shear capacity decreases as the shear span ratio increases. This study provides a reference for the
application of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete in engineering practice.

Keywords: post-filling coarse aggregate concrete; beam; post-filling coarse aggregate ratio; shear
span ratio; shear capacity

1. Introduction

Post-filling coarse aggregate concrete (PFCC) is a new type of coarse aggregate inter-
locking concrete [1–3]. A certain amount of coarse aggregate is added after the mixing of
the first batch is completed, and the concrete is uniformly mixed again. Originally used
for pavement concrete, PFCC is used to solve the problem of aggregate suspension [4] and
excessive paste of high-performance concrete, which is critical in meeting the working
performance requirement. The post-filling coarse aggregate concrete not only reduces the
use of cement [5] but also increases the volume percentage of coarse aggregates, which
improves the early-age cracking resistance of concrete [6]. In practical application, it has
been found that the strength properties [5] of concrete can also be improved. Therefore, the
method of post-filling coarse aggregate has a significant effect in reducing concrete cost,
reducing shrinkage cracking and increasing compressive strength. With the development
of construction technology and facilities, the performance evaluation and application of
PFCC could be extended to self-compacting concrete [7], ultra-high-strength concrete [8]
and pumping concrete [9].

Since PFCC is produced by adding coarse aggregate in the second mixing stage, it is
necessary to investigate the effect of coarse aggregate (type, size, content in concrete) on the
mechanical properties of concrete. Consequently, researchers have conducted experimental
studies on the influence of coarse aggregate on concrete properties. Rao and Prasad [10]
have shown that the shape roundness of the coarse aggregate affects the fluidity of the
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concrete positively, but influences the compressive strength negatively. Meddah et al. [11]
reported that ordinary concrete with continuously graded aggregates has higher strength
than discontinuous grades at the same volume content of coarse aggregate. Contradictory
results were observed for high-strength concrete. Ozturan and Cecen [12] investigated
the influence of type of coarse aggregate on the compressive strength of ordinary and
high-strength concrete. For ordinary concrete grades, concrete with limestone coarse ag-
gregate presents the highest strength [13]. For high-strength concrete, basalt aggregate
concrete shows the highest strength, and pebble coarse aggregate (which has a round sur-
face normally) concrete has the lowest concrete strength. Meanwhile, Aitcin and Mehta [14]
demonstrated that coarse aggregate type shows a significant effect on the properties of
high-strength concrete, where the elastic modulus and strength of both limestone and
diabase coarse aggregate concrete are higher than those of pebble concrete. Zhou et al. [15]
studied the effect of coarse aggregate type on the elastic modulus and compressive strength
of high-performance concrete. The authors pointed out that the compatibility between
coarse aggregate and the matrix is desired in order to achieve high strength and elastic
modulus. Kaplan’s [16] study indicated that the influence of coarse aggregate type on the
elastic modulus of concrete is greater than that of compressive strength. Giaccio et al. [17]
conducted an experimental study and reported that the elastic modulus of basalt aggregate
high-strength concrete is higher than that of limestone aggregate, which is higher than
that of granite aggregate. Akcaoglu et al. [18] showed that under the same water–cement
ratio and sand ratio, the elastic modulus of concrete increases with the increase in coarse
aggregate volume fraction when the total aggregate volume ratio increases from 40 to
66% of concrete [19]. Meddah et al. [11] showed that with the increase in the volume
fraction of added coarse aggregate, the compressive strength of ordinary and high-strength
concrete was greatly improved. However, it was found that the strength begins to de-
crease after reaching a certain limit [20], indicating that there exists an optimal content of
coarse aggregate.

The technology of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete could reduce cement pro-
duction and decrease carbon emissions. Furthermore, the compressive strength, elastic
modulus and load-carrying capacity of columns of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete
were also found to be improved [5,21,22]. The post-filling coarse aggregate ratio (PFR) is
the volume fraction of the coarse aggregate in the total volume of the post-filling coarse
aggregate concrete. Figure 1 [23] shows the designed construction process for post-filling
coarse aggregate concrete in buildings.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of construction technology for post-filling coarse aggregate concrete. 
(1) Concrete truck, (2) delivery pump for concrete, (3) conveying line for concrete, (4) distribution 
spreader, (5) balancing weight for distribution spreader, (6) coarse aggregate storage silo, (7) tur-
bine, (8) speed reducer, (9) motor, (10) support for coarse aggregate distribution spreader, (11) spiral 
conveyor device. (a) Construction technology for post-filling coarse aggregate concrete. (b) Zoom 
in view of “A”. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of construction technology for post-filling coarse aggregate concrete. (1) Concrete truck,
(2) delivery pump for concrete, (3) conveying line for concrete, (4) distribution spreader, (5) balancing weight for distribution
spreader, (6) coarse aggregate storage silo, (7) turbine, (8) speed reducer, (9) motor, (10) support for coarse aggregate
distribution spreader, (11) spiral conveyor device. (a) Construction technology for post-filling coarse aggregate concrete.
(b) Zoom in view of “A”.

In this study, the shear behavior of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete beams with
different concrete strength grades (C30, C40 and C50) and different post-filling coarse
aggregate ratios (0%, 10%, 15% and 20%) was assessed. Thirteen post-filling concrete
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beams and three control ordinary concrete beams were tested. The shear performances
of the beam specimens were tested and analyzed. The relationships between the shear
performance of the beam and the post-filling aggregate ratio, concrete strength grade, shear
span ratio and stirrup reinforcement ratio were also studied.

2. Research Significance

Post-filling coarse aggregate concrete is very promising in the application of building
and bridge engineering construction in terms of mechanical property enhancement, cost
savings and environmental friendliness. So far, the very limited research has only focused
on the study of basic material properties, and the structural behavior of concrete elements
made of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete has not been studied. This study aimed to
investigate the shear behavior of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete beams and the effect
of various parameters on the shear capacity of the beam. This study provides research data
and guidance for the potential application of post-filling coarse aggregate in design and
engineering construction.

3. Experimental Program
3.1. Mixture Design

The cement used for C30 and C40 was P.O 32.5R. The cement used for C50 was
P.O 42.5R. The density of the cement was 3.1 g/cm3. The coarse aggregate was 0–10 mm
limestone with bulk density of 2.65 g/cm3. The fine aggregate was natural river medium
sand with bulk density of 2.60 g/cm3. The post-filling coarse aggregate was 10–20 mm
limestone with bulk density of 2.65 g/cm3. The fly ash was first-class fly ash (according to
Chinese code “Technical Code for Application of Fly Ash Concrete” (GB/T 50146-2014) [24])
with density of 2.60 g/cm3. Polycarboxylate superplasticizer-based water reducer was
adopted. The design strengths of the concrete in this test were C30, C40 and C50, which
have compressive strengths of 30, 40 and 50 MPa, respectively, for cubic specimens. In
real practice, the post-filling coarse aggregate is filled into the reference concrete which is
pumped to the desired location while the concrete is being agitated. In order to simulate
this, in the preparation process of the test specimens [25], the reference concrete was kept
agitated in the mixer while the post-filling coarse aggregate was placed into it, and then the
concrete mixture was kept evenly mixing before being discharged [26]. In order to avoid
excessive hydration of the cement caused by long agitation, the material can be poured
with a little stirring after the post-filling coarse aggregate is added. The designed filling
ratios of the post-aggregate were 0%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%. The slump of concrete at
different strength grades and different post-filling ratios, as well as reference concrete, was
then measured [27]. The tested slump results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Concrete mixture proportions and workability.

Specimen Concrete
Grade

Post-Filling
Aggregate

Ratio
%

Unit Volume Mass/(kg·m−3)

Slump
(mm)Cement

(kg)
Fly Ash

(kg)
Sand
(kg)

Coarse
Aggregate

(kg)

Water
(kg)

Water
Reducer

(kg)

Post-Filling
Coarse

Aggregate
(kg)

C30-0 C30 0 352 88 716 1074 220 4.4 0 200

C30-10 C30 10 317 79 644 967 198 4.0 265 150

C30-15 C30 15 299 75 609 913 187 3.7 397.5 145

C30-20 C30 20 282 70 573 859 176 3.5 530 120

C30-25 C30 25 264 66 537 806 165 3.3 662.5 100

C40-0 C40 0 352 88 716 1074 198 5.72 0 190

C40-10 C40 10 317 79 644 967 178 5.1 265 150

C40-15 C40 15 299 75 609 913 168 4.9 397.5 140

C40-20 C40 20 282 70 573 859 158 4.6 530 90
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Table 1. Cont.

Specimen Concrete
Grade

Post-Filling
Aggregate

Ratio
%

Unit Volume Mass/(kg·m−3)

Slump
(mm)Cement

(kg)
Fly Ash

(kg)
Sand
(kg)

Coarse
Aggregate

(kg)

Water
(kg)

Water
Reducer

(kg)

Post-Filling
Coarse

Aggregate
(kg)

C40-25 C40 25 264 66 537 806 149 4.3 662.5 80

C50-0 C50 0 388 97 705 1058 194 7.28 0 220

C50-10 C50 10 349 87 635 952 175 6.6 265 170

C50-15 C50 15 330 82 599 899 165 6.2 397.5 150

C50-20 C50 20 310 78 564 846 155 5.8 530 115

C50-25 C50 25 291 73 529 794 146 5.5 662.5 90

The reference concrete meets the requirement for pumping concrete slump in the
Technical Specification for Concrete Pumping Construction (JGJ/T 10-2011) [28], as shown
in Table 1. It can be seen that the slump of concrete at various strength grades decreases
with the increase in the post-filling ratio. When the filling ratio is less than 20%, the slump
of the concrete is greater than 90 mm. The slump values are all greater than 80 mm for
all post-filling ratios. In addition, it was observed that at the 25% post-filling ratio, the
paste was not evenly distributed in the concrete and the concrete was not homogeneously
mixed. Therefore, 20% is the highest post-filling coarse aggregate ratio that could meet the
pouring requirement.

3.2. Material Properties

The elastic modulus and compressive strength of post-filling coarse aggregate concrete
were tested according to procedures in the GB/T 50152-2012 [29]. Six standard cubic
specimens with size of 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm were prepared for each post-filling
aggregate ratio. The aggregate distributions in cross-section are shown in Figure 2. The
7-day compressive strength fcu (7d) and 28-day compressive strength fcu (28d) are shown
in Table 2. The longitudinal reinforcement used was HRB335 (hot-rolled ribbed steel
bar). The yield strength was 380 MPa. The ultimate strength and elastic modulus of steel
reinforcement were 472 MPa and 200 GPa, respectively.
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Figure 2. Cross-sections of concrete with different post-filling coarse aggregate ratios. (a) reference 
concrete; (b) PFCC with 10% PFR; (c) PFCC with 15% PFR; (d) PFCC with 20% PFR; (e) PFCC with 
25% PFR. 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of concrete. 

Figure 2. Cross-sections of concrete with different post-filling coarse aggregate ratios. (a) reference
concrete; (b) PFCC with 10% PFR; (c) PFCC with 15% PFR; (d) PFCC with 20% PFR; (e) PFCC with
25% PFR.
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of concrete.

Concrete
Grade

Post-Filling
Aggregate Ratio

(%)

Compressive Strength of
Concrete at 7 Days fcu (7 d)

(MPa)

Compressive Strength of
Concrete at 28 Days fcu

(28d) (MPa)

C30

0 20.5 32.44

10 25.15 36.51

15 26.02 38.22

20 26.94 39.08

25 26.33 38.16

C40

0 28.93 40.87

10 32.68 43.42

15 35.41 46.25

20 38.49 49.01

25 33 44.1

C50

0 41.1 54

10 46.3 59.7

15 46.4 60.5

20 47.5 64.8

25 40.8 53.1

3.3. Beam Specimen Design

Sixteen beam specimens were designed and prepared in this study. The concrete
grades were C30, C40 and C50. The cross-section of beam specimens was 200 mm × 300 mm.
The filling ratios 0%, 10%, 15% and 20% correspond to the specimens B30-1, B30-2, B30-3
and B30-4 (B40-1, B40-2, B40-3, B50-1, B50-2, B50-3, B50-4). Three beam lengths (1400, 1900
and 2400 mm), three shear span-to-depth ratios (1, 2 and 3) and three stirrup reinforcement
ratios (0%, 0.22% and 0.33%) were considered. The longitudinal steel consisted of three
φ25 steel rebars (nominal diameter of 25 mm and cross-section area of 490.9 mm). The
longitudinal reinforcement employed was HRB335 (hot-rolled ribbed steel bar). The yield
strength was 380 MPa and the ultimate strength was 472 MPa. The shear reinforcement
was composed of double stirrups made of φ6.5 steel rebars (nominal diameter of 6.5 mm).
The shear steel employed was HPB235 (hot-rolled plain steel bar). The yield strength
was 300 MPa and the ultimate strength was 430 MPa. The detailed parameters of beam
specimens are shown in Table 3. The dimensions and reinforcement details for all tested
beams are shown in Figure 3.

Table 3. Design parameters of beam specimens.

Specimen L
(mm)

Concrete
Grade

Filling
Ratio
(%)

λ
Stirrup

Reinforcement
Ratio ρsv (%)

B30-1 1900 C30 0 2 0

B30-2 1900 C30 10 2 0

B30-3 1900 C30 15 2 0

B30-4 1900 C30 20 2 0

B40-1 1900 C40 0 2 0

B40-2 1900 C40 10 2 0
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Table 3. Cont.

Specimen L
(mm)

Concrete
Grade

Filling
Ratio
(%)

λ
Stirrup

Reinforcement
Ratio ρsv (%)

B40-3 1900 C40 15 2 0

B40-4 1900 C40 20 2 0

B40-5 1400 C40 20 1 0

B40-6 2400 C40 20 3 0

B40-7 1900 C40 20 2 0.22

B40-8 1900 C40 20 2 0.33

B50-1 1900 C50 0 2 0

B50-2 1900 C50 10 2 0

B50-3 1900 C50 15 2 0

B50-4 1900 C50 20 2 0
Note: The width b and height h of beam specimens are 200 mm and 300 mm.
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(d) λ = 2, ρsv = 0.22%. (e) λ = 2, ρsv = 0.33%.

3.4. Test Setup and Loading Protocol

The beam test was carried out on a 10,000 kN electro-hydraulic servo universal testing
machine. The test used four-point loading mode, and the loading device is shown in Figure 4.
The load was symmetrically applied to the test beam by the distribution beam from the
loading actuator. LVDT sensors were arranged at the middle span of the beam and at the
supports to measure the deflection. In the meantime, a strain gauge was attached to the
tensile steel reinforcement bar to measure the strain in steel reinforcement.
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Figure 4. Test setup.

The specimen was loaded in load increments of 20 kN. The loading speed was 0.2 kN/s.
The propagation of cracks was observed and the crack width was measured. When the
load reached 180 kN, displacement control was applied at a rate of 0.2 mm/min until the
shear failure occurred. The beam test setup and measurement configuration are shown in
Figures 4 and 5.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Observations

For shear span ratio λ of 2 (specimens other than B40-5 and B40-6), similar failure
modes, namely shear failure, were observed for beam specimens. During the test, the
vertical flexural crack first appeared in the pure flexural span. Then, vertically flexural
cracks developed steadily with increasing load. As the load continued to grow, a smaller
number of flexural cracks at the bottom of the shear span started to appear. When the
cracking load was approached, the flexural crack in the pure flexural region no longer
developed and the height was generally between h/3 and h/2. As the load continued
to increase, the diagonal shear crack appeared in the shear span and developed rapidly.
The critical main crack was then formed between the loading point and the support on
the same side, and the ultimate load capacity was achieved. No significant differences in
failure mode were seen in the four beams. The failure modes of the grade C40 concrete
beam specimens are shown in Figure 6. The typical failure mode of the grade C30 and C50
concrete beams can be seen in Figure 7.
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The concrete beam B40-5 with a shear span ratio of 1 showed diagonal compression
shear failure, as shown in Figure 6e. It should be mentioned that the original photo of the
failure of B40-5 was lost accidentally and the drawing of cracks at final failure is shown as
a replacement. At 140 kN, the first crack appeared in the pure flexural region. A relatively
small number of cracks were found and the development of cracks was slow. When the
ultimate load capacity was reached, two accompanying cracks appeared next to the critical
crack. Concrete was crushed at the top between the diagonal cracks at failure.

Diagonal tension failure was observed for beam specimen B40-6 with a shear span
ratio of 3, as shown in Figure 6f. When the load reached 40 kN, several vertical cracks
appeared in the pure flexural region. Cracks developed quickly after that. At 60 kN, the
vertical cracks extended to 1/3 h. At 80 kN, diagonal cracks began to appear in the shear
span and developed rapidly until the ultimate load capacity of 155.6 kN was reached.
Figure 6g,h also shows the failure mode of B40-7 and B40-8, beam specimens that contained
stirrups. More ductile failure was observed in the failure of specimens B40-7 and B-40-8
compared with specimens without stirrup reinforcement.

4.2. Influence of Various Factors on the Load–Deflection Curve

The load–deflection curves of C30, C40 and C50 concrete beam specimens at 0–20%
filling ratio are shown in Figures 8–10. It can be seen that the load–deflection curves
consist of three sections. The first section is from the beginning of the test to the cracking
of concrete in the tension zone. The beam specimen is in the elastic state and the load–
deflection curve is basically close to a straight line. From concrete cracking to longitudinal
steel yielding in the second section, the beam specimen is in the service state with cracks.
The load–deflection curve is still nearly straight, but the slope of the curve changes after
the concrete cracks. From the yield of the tensile steel to the third stage of the beam failure,
the test beam is in the yielding stage, until the ultimate load capacity is reached.
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The load–deflection curves of C40 grade concrete beam with different shear span
ratios λ are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that with the increase in shear span ratio,
the ultimate load capacity of the beam and its corresponding deflection, the stiffness drops
rapidly. Among the samples, B40-5 (λ = 1) shows diagonal compression failure, and the
ultimate load capacity mainly depends on the compressive strength of concrete. B40-6
(λ = 3) shows diagonal tension failure, and the ultimate load capacity depends on the tensile
strength of concrete. Figure 12 shows the load–deflection curves of C40 grade concrete
beams at stirrup ratios of 0% (B40-4), 0.22% (B40-7) and 0.33% (B40-8). It is evident that
as the shear reinforcement ratio increases, the ultimate shear capacity, the corresponding
deflection and the stiffness of the beam all increase.
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4.3. The Effect of Post-Filling Aggregate Ratio

The cracking shear load and ultimate shear capacity with the variation of post-filling
aggregate ratio of 16 beam specimens are shown in Figure 13. As shown in Figure 13a,
when the concrete strength grade is constant, the cracking shear load of the beam increases
with the increase in post-filling ratio, except for B30-4 and B40-2. Compared with the
reference concrete (0% post-filling aggregate ratio), the cracking shear load of C30, C40 and
C50 concrete beam specimens reached the highest levels of 150.2 kN (increase of 24.85%),
195.0 kN (increase of 30.0%) and 217 kN (increase of 43%) at post-filling ratios of 15%, 20%
and 15%, respectively. Since the cracking shear load of the concrete beam is related to the
tensile strength of the concrete, the tensile strength of concrete increases with the increase
in the concrete strength grade and the filling ratio. Therefore, when the post-filling ratio is
constant, the cracking shear load of the test beam increases as the concrete grade increases.
This trend can be found in Figure 13a, except for specimen B40-2.
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Figure 13. Effect of PFR on (a) normalized cracking shear force Vcr and (b) normalized ultimate shear capacity Vu.

From Figure 13b, it can be seen that the ultimate shear capacity of the test beam is
generally larger than that of the reference beam after the coarse aggregate is post-filled. For
C30 and C40 grade beam specimens, the highest shear capacity is reached at the post-filling
aggregate ratio of 15%. For the C50 grade beam specimen, the ultimate shear capacity is
achieved when the post-filling ratio is 10%. Compared with the reference concrete (0%
post-filling aggregate ratio), the ultimate shear capacity of C30, C40 and C50 concrete
beam specimens reached the highest levels of 343.8 kN (increase of 22.4%), 419.2 kN
(increase of 19.19%) and 513.2 kN (increase of 34.1%) at post-filling ratios of 15%, 15% and
10%, respectively.

4.4. The Effect of Shear Span Ratio

Figure 14 shows the effect of the shear span ratio λ on the cracking shear force Vcr
and the ultimate shear capacity Vu. As the shear span ratio increases, the load transfer
mechanism in the beam changes, which in turn affects the stress state of the beam. The
failure mode increases with the shear span ratio in the order of diagonal compression
failure, shear failure and diagonal tension failure.

From Figure 14, it can be seen that, the cracking shear force and the ultimate shear
capacity decrease as the shear span ratio increases. When λ = 3, the cracking shear force
is reduced by 203 kN compared with λ = 1, which is reduced by 56.9%. When λ = 3, the
ultimate shear capacity is reduced by 796.2 kN compared with λ = 1, which is reduced by
83.82%. This can be explained by the fact that the ultimate shear capacity of λ = 1 (B40-5)
depends on the compressive strength of the concrete, and the ultimate shear capacity of
λ = 3 (B40-6) depends on the tensile strength of the concrete. Therefore, both the cracking
shear strength and the ultimate shear capacity decrease as the shear span ratio increases.
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4.5. The Effect of Stirrup Reinforcement Ratio

Figure 15 shows the effect of the stirrup reinforcement ratio ρsv on the ultimate shear
capacity Vu of a beam specimen. It exhibits that the ultimate shear capacity of the beam
increases with the increase in the stirrup reinforcement ratio. It shows that the stirrup
has a significant influence on the improvement of the ultimate shear capacity of the beam.
Compared with B40-4, the ultimate shear capacity of B40-8 is increased by about 127.3 kN,
which is 36%, by a stirrup reinforcement ratio increase of 0.33%.
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Figure 16 shows the relationship between the ultimate shear capacity and the strain
of the stirrup. The whole process can be divided into two stages. Before the occurrence
of the diagonal crack, it is difficult for the stirrup to form effective confinement on the
concrete; i.e., the effects of the stirrup on the improvement of strength of the concrete
under the combined stress state and the improvement of the internal microcracks are very
weak. The cracking shear load of B40-7 and B40-8 is basically the same; the strain of the
stirrup is about 30 µε, as can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 16. After the appearance of the
diagonal crack, the strain of the stirrup increases rapidly, and there is an approximately
linear relationship between the strain of the stirrup and the shear force. Due to the larger
stirrup reinforcement ratio, the slope of the Vu–ε of specimen B40-8 is higher than that of
specimen B40-7.
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Table 4. Experimental and calculated results of all beam specimens.

Specimen ft
(MPa)

fcu
(MPa) λ

ρsv
(%)

Vcr
(kN)

∆u
(mm)

Vu
(kN)

Vu, exp
(kN)

Vu, cal
(kN) Vu, exp/Vu, cal

B30-1 2.86 32.44 2 0 120.3 4.96 280.8 280.8 104.0 2.70

B30-2 3.05 36.51 2 0 131.8 5.73 319.5 319.5 111.0 2.88

B30-3 3.12 38.22 2 0 150.2 5.46 343.8 343.8 113.7 3.02

B30-4 3.17 39.08 2 0 138.6 5.43 285.1 285.1 115.2 2.47

B40-1 3.28 40.87 2 0 150.0 4.52 351.7 351.7 119.3 2.95

B40-2 3.39 43.42 2 0 192.5 4.72 380.8 380.8 123.6 3.08

B40-3 3.54 46.25 2 0 179.0 4.93 419.2 419.2 128.8 3.26

B40-4 3.62 49.01 2 0 195.0 4.33 353.3 353.3 131.8 2.68

B40-5 3.62 49.01 1 0 356.8 3.55 950.0 950.0 131.8 7.21

B40-6 3.62 49.01 3 0 153.8 3.06 153.8 153.8 131.7 1.17

B40-7 3.62 49.01 2 0.22 180.1 4.66 412.0 412.0 162.8 2.53

B40-8 3.62 49.01 2 0.33 180.2 5.67 480.6 480.6 178.3 2.70

B50-1 3.58 54 2 0 151.5 3.99 382.7 382.7 130.4 2.93

B50-2 3.79 59.7 2 0 161.5 4.04 513.2 513.2 137.9 3.72

B50-3 3.89 60.5 2 0 197.0 4.00 460.4 460.4 141.4 3.26

B50-4 4.00 64.8 2 0 217.0 5.26 466.7 466.7 145.5 3.21

Note: ft and fcu are the tensile strength and compressive strength of concrete, respectively; λ is the shear span-to-depth ratio; ρsv is the shear
reinforcement ratio; Vcr is cracking load; Vu is the ultimate shear capacity; Vu.exp is the experimental ultimate shear capacity; Vu.cal is the
calculated ultimate shear capacity according to GB 50010; ∆u is the mid-span deflection at shear ultimate bearing capacity. The width b and
effective height h0 of beam specimens are 200 mm and 260 mm.

4.6. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results

According to the code for design of concrete structures (GB50010-2010) [30], the
equations for calculating the ultimate shear capacity Vu of the concrete beams without
stirrup reinforcement and with stirrup reinforcement are Equation (1) and Equation (2),
respectively, given as follows:

Vu ≤ 0.7 ftbh0 (1)

Vu ≤ 0.7 ftbh0 + fyv
Asv

s
h0 (2)
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where fyv is the tensile strength of shear reinforcement, Asv is the area of shear reinforcement
and s is the spacing of shear reinforcement. The meaning of other symbols can be found
in Notation.

The theoretical shear capacities Vu.cal were calculated according to Equations (1) and (2)
and were compared with the experimental results Vu.exp. The results are shown in Table 4.
It shows that the ratio of Vu.exp/Vu.cal is in the range of 2.5 to 3.7 for all samples with a
shear span-to-depth ratio of 2. The results indicate that the code GB50010 best predicts
the specimen B40-6 with Vu.exp/Vu.cal equal to 1.17. In all, the results exhibit that the
code GB50010 provides conservative predictions for ultimate shear capacities for all tested
beams in this study.

5. Conclusions

Based on the experimental investigation and analysis conducted in this study, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The compressive strength of concrete increases with the increase in post-filling aggre-
gate filling ratio, reaching the maximum at 20% PFR (post-filling coarse aggregate
ratio). The compressive strength decreases at a 25% PFR.

(2) At the same concrete strength grade, the cracking shear force Vcr of the beam increases
with the increase in the PFR ratio. The ultimate shear capacity of concrete beam
specimens made of post-filling aggregate is higher than that of reference concrete.
At the same PFR ratio, the ultimate shear capacity of the beam increases with the
increase in the concrete grade.

(3) Experimental results show that both the cracking shear force and ultimate shear
capacity decrease with the increase in the shear span ratio.

(4) The ultimate shear capacity of the beam increases with the increase in the stirrup ratio.
The stirrup reinforcement ratio exhibits a noticeable influence on the enhancement of
the ultimate shear capacity of the beam.

(5) The code GB50010 provides conservative predictions for ultimate shear capacities Vu
for all tested beam specimens.
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Notations
b width of concrete beam specimen
h height of concrete beam specimen
h0 effective height of beam specimen
fcu compressive strength of concrete
ft tensile strength of concrete
λ the shear span-to-depth ratio
ρsv the stirrup reinforcement ratio
Vcr the cracking shear force
Vu the ultimate shear capacity
Vu, exp the experimental ultimate shear capacity
Vu cal the calculated ultimate shear capacity according to GB50010
∆u mid-span deflection at shear ultimate bearing capacity
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